SCHOOL UNIFORM POLICY

SCHOOL UNIFORM RULES

• Children should wear their school uniform correctly, with a note of explanation if the correct uniform is unavailable.
• All items of clothing should be clearly marked with the child’s name.
• Hats with the school crest must be worn at all times when the student is outdoors.
• All children are to wear clean, tidy school uniforms.
• School socks must be worn. They are to be visible, not hidden in school shoes.
• School pants must be worn correctly. They are not to be worn low, so that boxer shorts, etc are visible.
• As part of the winter uniform, the school tie must be worn correctly.
• If wearing sport uniform, the shirt must not be visible at the bottom of the windcheater.
• Nail polish is never allowed.
• The only jewellery permitted is a watch, single stud/sleeper earrings and a fine necklace with a cross.
• Writing on the body with pen, texta, etc is not permitted.
• Writing on the school uniform or altering the school uniform in any way is not permitted.

UNIFORM STANDARDS

SUMMER UNIFORM – Terms 1 & 4:

Girls  - Blue and white checked dress, fine gold stripe with printed school crest.
         - Black or brown sandals (no socks) or black shoes with white school socks (not sneakers or boots).
         - School jumper as needed.

Boys   - Blue school shirt with school crest printed on left pocket.
         - Grey drill shorts (length above the knees, NO cargo shorts)
         - Black or brown sandals (no socks) or black shoes with grey school socks (not sneakers or boots).
         - School jumper as needed.

WINTER UNIFORM – Terms 2 & 3:

Girls  - Dark blue tunic with white shirt and school tie.
         - Black shoes (not sneakers or boots) and white school socks or dark blue tights to match tunic.
         - School jumper as needed.

Boys   - Long grey melange trousers or grey drill shorts (same as Summer Uniform)
         - Blue school shirt with school crest printed on left pocket and school tie.
         - Black shoes (not sneakers or boots) with grey school socks.
         - School jumper as needed.
SPORT

- Faction-coloured polo shirt with school crest.
- Blue shorts for boys and girls
- Predominantly white sports shoes and white school sports socks.
- Blue tracksuit with school crest as needed.

PLEASE NOTE:
Pre-Primary students are required to wear correct sports uniform each day.

HAIR:

• Hair standards are set for the students’ safety.
• Hair should be neatly combed and brushed, kept off the face and cut regularly.
• Extreme hairstyles, tints or hair gel are not permitted.
• Hair beyond collar length is to be tied back, with fringes longer than eyebrows to be clipped back.
• Hair ribbons/ties must be coloured blue, white, yellow or black.